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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Leather Soft Cover

LEGS
Wood Metal Plastic Castors Upholstered

FILLING Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Firm Comfort Standard Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Removable Nails Contrast Stitching

BED MECHANISM & MATTRESS

LW

TYPEVERSIONS DIMENSIONS

MATTRESS

H

264,268,269 GREENPLUS 140 195 11

529,534,535 Memory 140 195 11

266,468,469 GREENPLUS 160 195 11

530,536,537 Memory 160 195 11

MECHANISM

VERSIONS TYPE

268,269,534,535 Ready-Bed electro-welded - Double folding

264,529 Ready-Bed electro-welded - Double folding

266,468,469,530,536,
537

Ready-Bed electro-welded - Double folding

Ready-Bed electro-welded The back cushion goes under the bed mechanism.

GREENPLUS GREENPLUS mattress is a patented, innovative product. It is ecological, made up of microporous elastomers. It has a great adaptation capacity to the
various body pressure which gives  big support to the spine. It is antibacterial and no-allergic.

Memory Non-allergic memory mattress available with zippered cover that can be easily taken off and washed.

NOTES

Model is available with contrast welt (or any another decorative detail such as a band under
arm cushion) to be entered as second covering in the same category.

FABRIC: In fabric contrast welt (or any another decorative detail such as a band under arm
cushion) can be made either in same category fabric  or in leather with any color of Le Mans
(only).

The model has manual adjustable headrest.

The model has internal soft touch buttons on the seat to activate the mechanism.

All arms, back and seat surfaces are covered in Top Grain.

Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

Tight Back Cushion (the back cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

No Leather Side (the sectional pieces have the side covered with lining and not leather)

Wood Frame

Without Feet Assembled (the feet will be in a bag inside the package)

Plastic Wrap (the model will be wrapped in a plastic bag)
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